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 developer podcast. Xiaomin a bit late guys how do i update my ubuntu system to 12.10? Christophe: You should see if it's a
common problem. I'll have a look into that when I get the chance. !12.10 Ubuntu 12.10 (Quantal Quetzal) will be the 17th

release of Ubuntu, Discussion and support until final release in #ubuntu+1 Christophe: Also, try using another browser. Firefox
and Chrome are both good browsers to try. ubottu: I can run the package and it can run well but still don't know how to install

the emacs, I found a tutorial how to install this emacs(Emacs 23.3.1 Debian x86_64 GNU/Linux) but I am a noob :( Xiaomin: I
am only a bot, please don't think I'm intelligent :) MonkeyDust: I can run the package and it can run well but still don't know

how to install the emacs, I found a tutorial how to install this emacs(Emacs 23.3.1 Debian x86_64 GNU/Linux) but I am a noob
:( How do I install this Emacs? Xiaomin better ask in #ubuntu-offtopic i made a deb file from a.sh file, when i try to install it
with dpkg -i package.deb i get the message: /usr/bin/dpkg-deb: cannot read table of contents of `package.deb': Is a directory

How do i copy (or move) all files from folder1 into folder2 except for files ending in *.bak? What could be the problem? I have
an acer netbook and I installed ubuntu 12.10 on it and I was wondering how to make the touchpad work. When I do a "xinput" I

can see my touchpad which is an 520fdb1ae7
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